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Passport Guide: Navigating the
texas Creative Reuse Adventure

Welcome to the Texas Creative Reuse Passport! This
unique passport is your ticket to a world of

artistic exploration and reuse centers in Texas. With
this passport in hand, you can embark on a fun-

filled journey, collecting stamps, stickers, and more
as you visit each location. Let your creativity soar

as you explore the wonders of these centers,
uncovering treasures and inspiration at every turn.



 Print Your Passport: Start by printing out this passport document. Make

sure you have enough paper for all the pages. 

 Cut and Paste: Cut out the logos and addresses provided and glue them on

the blank pages provided in this document or you can choose to utilize any

journal or notebook of your choosing.

 Visit a Creative Reuse Center: Once your passport is ready, pack it with

excitement and head to any of the listed creative reuse centers in Texas. You'll

find their addresses conveniently placed in your passport.

 Collect Stamps or Stickers: When you visit a center, kindly request a stamp

or sticker from the staff to mark your visit. Each center will have its unique

stamp or sticker, showcasing the diversity of artistic expression.

 Document Your Experience: Use the remaining space in your passport to

document your experience at each center. Share your thoughts, sketch your

favorite finds, or jot down ideas for future projects. Let your creativity flow

and make this passport a cherished memento of your creative journey.

 Complete Your Adventure: Visit as many creative reuse centers as you can,

collecting stamps or stickers along the way. Challenge yourself to fill every

page of your passport and create lasting memories.

Instructions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Remember, this passport is not only a fun activity but also an
opportunity to support local creative reuse centers and promote
sustainability through art. So, let your imagination guide you as

you embark on this remarkable adventure!
 

Have a fantastic time exploring the world of creativity and reuse!
Happy crafting :)

 
Note: This is just a sample instruction manual. Feel free to

customize it further to suit your specific needs and add any
additional information or details you think would enhance the

experience.
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LOGOS



Locations

 

Spare Parts Center for
Creative Reuse:

13491 Wetmore Rd, San
Antonio, TX 78247
sparepartssa.org

Austin Creative Reuse:
2005 Wheless Ln, Austin,

TX 78723
austincreativereuse.org

Thistle Creative Reuse:
618 W University Drive

Denton, TX 76201
thistlecreativereuse.com

The Welman Project:
3950 W Vickery Blvd, Fort

Worth, TX 76107
thewelmanproject.org

Texas Art Asylum:
1719 Live Oak St, Houston,

TX 77003
texasartasylum.com

Artable Curiosities:
1381c E College St, Seguin,

TX 78155
artablecuriosities.com

















TEXAS CREATIVE REUSE ADVENTURE: 
PASSPORT TO IMAGINATION!

SEE YOU THERE!


